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Extraordinary Flower Pots For
Our Home Garden
Colorful Custom Planters or Pots
In gardening, commercial planters pose greater benefits and
advantages than the ordinary clay pots that we use at home.
Aside from durability and quality, commercial planters have
more features such as the self-watering devices and
reservoirs. But today, there are already commercialized pots
available in the market.
Flower pots used to be made of clay. To be honest, clay is not
an ideal material for outdoor planters because they are not
very durable and they can easily break. Thus, clay pots cannot
withstand strong weather conditions much longer. But with the
innovation of commercial planter boxes, flower pots can now be
placed outdoors and may only need less maintenance.
Most flower pots nowadays are already made of durable
materials such as fiberglass, metal, or PVC. These materials
are ideal for outdoor planters so that they won’t easily get
destroyed in case of increment weather or minor accidents.
They are also made with high-quality by trusted manufacturers.
These modern planters for residential use mostly have selfirrigating and self-watering devices as well that make
gardening more manageable for us. Aside from that, we can also
ensure that our most loved plants will surely be nurtured even
if we cannot attend to them too frequently. Even if we bring
them inside our home, there is nothing to worry about water
leaking out of the flower pots.
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The main point of this article is that flower pots for our
home gardens are no longer ordinary as what they were used to
be. We can already use those luxurious hotel planters and
elegant restaurant planters that we see in some business
establishments. Maybe we can have just the small ones that
will fit in our home or the medium-sized planter boxes to put
outside.
So if you are still using that clay flower pot, maybe its
about time to consider using commercial planters. They may be
higher in price but with the many advantages that you can get
from them, they are definitely worth every penny you spent.
Beth Delos Santos shares tips on how to make your public
spaces more attractive and inviting by using containers such
as fiberglass planters, city planters, large planters, and
other types of indoor and outdoor planters. For a complete
selection of planters, please visit Planters Unlimited or call
760-603-0888.
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